A Chain of Endless Tigers

Jorge Luis Borges Revisits UWM

Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges spoke about his life, work, and world literature at UW-Milwaukee in April 1976. In 2014 CLACS staff digitized re-discovered videotape of the Borges talks, which will be screened during the event.

With guests:
Daniel Balderston, Andrew W. Mellon Professor of Modern Languages and Chair of the Department of Hispanic Languages and Literatures at the University of Pittsburgh, is the Director of the Borges Center and Editor of the journal Variciones Borges.
Alfredo Alonso Estenes, Associate Professor of Spanish at Luther College, is Associate Director of the Borges Center and the Associate Editor of the journal Variciones Borges. He specializes in Borges and authorship, and the relationship between Latin American literature and politics.
Leah Leone is Assistant Professor of Translation and Interpreting Studies at UWM. She specializes in Borges and translation.

Thursday, April 2, 2015
4:00-9:00pm
Heffter Conference Center
3271 N. Lake Drive
UW-Milwaukee
Light refreshments will be served